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HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Strategic Analysis Memo | Envision Montgomery 2040 Comprehensive Plan 

February 21, 2019 

The following outlines the key findings, maps and tables for the Historic Preservation Strategic Analysis. This 
research integrates initial findings from the Factbook with deeper analysis into key conditions and trends 
and/or topics proposed by stakeholders. This analysis will serve as the foundation from which plan 
recommendations are built. This is one in a series of 12 topical memos produced through this phase.  

CONTENTS 

1. Impactful Events that Shaped Montgomery
2. Current Historic Preservation Efforts
3. Map Gallery and Supplements

Introduction
The City of Montgomery is a place of rich history. The origins of Montgomery can forever be seen in its 
conflicting downtown grid system, as two rival towns merged and incorporated in 1819. Montgomery would 
grow to play an iconic role in changing the shape of the Nation several times over. As both the birth place of 
the Confederacy and the Civil Rights Movement, Montgomery has no doubt left its mark on the country and 
the world. Over the years this history has weaved itself into the places, buildings, and fabric of Montgomery. 
Montgomery maintains this strong identification with its past, and that connection is exemplified through the 
built environment. To preserve its past and to ensure its future, Montgomery actively works to preserve both 
historic and architecturally significant places, but more needs to be done to ensure this connection is as 
strong as Montgomery deserves.  

Historic Preservation is the process of strengthening connections between people and places through 
identification and protection of the built environment to convey historic significance for current and future 
education and enjoyment. This analysis will highlight the connection between Montgomery’s historic figures, 
their historical actions, the places that are home to those events, the effects those events had on the city’s 
built environment, and what efforts the city is currently taking to protect this history.  

MAJOR CHALLENGES / OPPORTUNITIES 

Becoming a Certified Local Government 
Creating a Stronger Connection with Montgomery’s Historical Events and Its Built 
Environment 
Developing a deeper appreciation and protection of Montgomery’s historical resources, and 
the economic opportunities that those historic assets offer 
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 Continue to increase local preservation of Centennial Hill, and other historic African 
American districts 

 Continue to increase Downtown’s local preservation 

 

1. Impactful Events that Shaped Montgomery   
Montgomery is immersed in impactful events and periods that not only changed the course of its own 
existence, but solidified Montgomery’s prominent role in our nation’s history and in international, human 
rights. Montgomery’s native populations were first affected and later removed by European settlement. As a 
young community Montgomery’s economy was dominated by cotton, and Montgomery was a notorious hub 
for its trade of enslaved Africans. Later, Montgomery was a leader of the succession from the Union. 
Montgomery was home to the first electric trolley system in the country, and the home of the Wright 
Brothers’ civilian flying school. From its role as home to the bus boycott which sparked the civil rights 
movement, to the formal return of the national movement with the Selma to Montgomery march. The City of 
Montgomery is a continuously evolving community that is forever tethered to its enormous wake of history 
making people and events.  

TIMELINE 

Prehistory  

To 1540  Native American Period 

1540-1814 European intrusions and Native American Exodus 

 

Slave Trade and Early Agriculture 

1820   Montgomery and the Black Belt cotton and slave industry begin to boom 

1833   Alabama Legislature banned free black people from residing in the state  

1840s   Slaves began arriving in Montgomery by Steamboat and Railroad 

1848-1860  Montgomery’s probate office granted at least 164 licenses to slave traders 

1859   Montgomery had as many slave depots as it did hotels and banks 

1861  Montgomery’s slave population was larger than Mobile, New Orleans, and Natchez 

 

Civil War 

1861 Southern leaders met in Montgomery and seceded from the Union and formed the 
Confederate States of America 

 Montgomery was named the Capital of the Confederacy, and Jefferson Davis was inaugurated 
as President on the steps of the State Capitol 
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 A telegraph was sent from Montgomery’s Winter Building that order the fire on Fort Sumter, 
which started the civil war 

1865   Montgomery was captured by Union Soldiers 

 

Modernization  

1886  Montgomery converted its horse drawn trolley system into an overhead electric system 
making it the nations first city wide electric trolley system 

1910 The Wright Brothers opened the nations first civilian flying school in Montgomery 

 

Civil Rights 

1955  Rosa Parks was arrested for refusing to give up her seat to a white man on a Montgomery 
bus sparking the Montgomery Bus Boycott and amplifying the Civil Rights Movement 

1956 The Supreme Court upheld the ruling that Montgomery’s bus segregation was 
unconstitutional. The bus system was desegregated and the boycott ended 

 Martin Luther King Jr. became a national figure due to the success of leadership of the bus 
boycott 

1957 Six buildings were bombed in one night in a coordinated effort against the civil rights 
movement 

1960 Three dozen Alabama State University students organized a sit-in at a cafeteria in the state 
capital and were ordered by governor to be expelled. The following day, thousands of their 
fellow students marched on the capitol in protest 

1961 The Freedom Riders buses arrived in Montgomery and their buses were attacked as 
montgomery police refused to protect the buses 

1965 More than 20,000 people arrived at the steps of the State Capitol after marching from Selma 
to Montgomery 

 

PRE HISTORY 

The native American history of Central Alabama, including the Montgomery Area, can be traced back to 
Paleoindian period, which was more than 10,000 years ago. Like the rest of human existence, native 
Alabamians evolved culturally and technologically in their unique ways. For thousands of years the 
Montgomery Area was farmed, hunted, and fished by its native people.  The present-day Montgomery Area 
was an important crossroads of major Native American trade routes that merged with the river networks. 
The area was occupied by several tribes, but most notably, the Alabama tribe, the Coushattas Tribe, and the 
Creek tribe. Native peoples life of dedication to this land, the lives that they had cultivated for thousands of 
years were forever changed in 1540’s. The Montgomery area, and its people first encountered non-native 
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peoples as a band of Spanish explorers lead by Hernando de Soto passed through the area. This first 
encounter is said to have lasted a week and included the taking of slaves and the spreading of new European 
diseases. The brief encounter would be an omen of what the following centuries would bring to this native 
people; but life would return to an altered state of normal for a time after Desoto and his men continued up 
river. Native People would continue to live in the area with a respite from intrusion for over 100 years.  By 
1700 foreign settlement had begun in the area, and was seemingly unobtrusive to the native people, but the 
next 115 years included increased settlement, war, and treaties that would come close to forever severing the 
long relationship of the Montgomery Area and it native people.  

MONTGOMERY’S SLAVE TRADE: A PROMINENCE OF SHAME 

For much of the 1800’s Montgomery was a principle slave 
trading center in Alabama; as slave trade increased, 
Montgomery’s prominence grew. In 1859, Montgomery 
had as many slave depots as it did banks and hotels. By 
the start of the civil war, Montgomery’s slave population 
was larger than Mobile, New Orleans, and Natchez, 
Mississippi. During these years the slave trade dominated 
downtown streets (today’s Dexter and Commerce Streets). 
The slave market was held in the city’s most prominent 
public space: Court Square. When they arrived in 
Montgomery, most slaves were chained and marched 
from the docks and train yards down commerce street to 
the slave market (or one of the city’s 6 major slave depots 
or pens). Today, historic markers can be seen at some of 
these prominent locations. Recently, not for profit 
organizations have made large strides in telling the story 
and how Montgomery played a role. One of these is a 
museum that is located on the same block that was once 
home to one of the largest slave warehouses in town.  

 

 

Figure 2: The Legacy Museum: From Enslavement to Incarceration 

Figure 1: Downtown Montgomery Slave Trade Mop 
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THE CIVIL WAR IN MONTGOMERY: CAPITAL OF THE CONFEDERACY 

Montgomery played a large role in events leading up to the 
start of the Civil War as the state capitol and home to William 
Lowndes Yancey. Yancey lead Alabama and the south with his 
advocacy for states’ rights focused on slavery and secession. In 
1861, Yancy and representatives from around the south 
convened at the State Capitol Building in Montgomery to form 
the Confederate States of America. Yancey’s law office at 111 
Washington Avenue also housed the Confederate Post Office 
Department.  

Montgomery was named the first capitol of the Confederacy 
and Jefferson Davis was inaugurated on the steps of the State 

Capitol. Early in the Confederacy government, operations were conducted at the Exchange Hotel (on the 
corner of Commerce and Montgomery Street), where Davis gave his first speech as president. The Exchange 
Hotel was removed in 1904 and a new Exchange Hotel was built. The new Exchange Hotel was demolished in 
1974.  The home of Davis and his family (while Montgomery was capital of the confederacy) is located at 644 
Washington Avenue, and is known as the first white house of the confederacy. 

In 1861, Confederate Secretary of War Leroy Pope Walker made the order to fire on Fort Sumter by telegraph. 
This telegraph sparked the beginning of the Civil War. Walker’s telegraph was sent from the Winter Building 
(located on Dexter Avenue near Court Square).  

Yancey, Robert Toombs, Alexander 
Stephens, and other southern leaders 
commonly spoke to packed crowds to 
drum up support leading up to 
succession. The venue that hosted these 
events, and almost all other significant 
social and cultural events between 1860 
and 1907, was the Montgomery Theater.  
This building, that would later be known 
as the Webber building, was at the 
corner of Monroe Street and North Perry 
Street. This significantly historical 
building partially collapsed in 2014 and 
was completely demolished in 2017. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The Exchange Hotel Postcard 1948 

Figure 4: Montgomery Theater Building After Partial Collapse in 2014 
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THE WRIGHT BROTHERS: A LEGACY OF FLIGHT AND INNOVATION 

In 1910, Orville and Wilbur Wright opened the nation’s first civilian 
flying school on an old cotton plantation in Montgomery. Though the 
flying school only lasted a couple of months, Montgomery would have a 
lasting connection to flight, and this area would later become Maxwell-
Gunter Air Force Base due to the establishment of this site. Maxwell 
Airforce Base is now home to 150 structures that comprise the Maxwell 
Air Force Base Senior Officers Quarters Historic District, which is on the 
National Register of Historic Places.  

The Wright Brothers’ first civilian flying school in Montgomery and its 
evolution to Maxwell-Gunter Air Force Base is an example of how these 
history events are still developing and creating meaningful opportunities 
in Montgomery. Montgomery has recently become the location of the 
first Internet Exchange in Alabama, and this fruitful legacy of flight and 
innovation is anchored to historic events of 1910.  

 

CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN MONTGOMERY: A PERPETUAL BEGINNING  

Montgomery Bus Boycott 

Rosa Parks was born on February 4, 1913, in Tuskegee 
Alabama. Parks grew up in Pine Level, Alabama, with her 
mother and her grandparents, both former slaves.  

On Decemeber 1, 1955, after a day of work at Montgomery 
Fair ( Montgomery’s largest department store at the time at 
29 Dexter Avenue) as a tailor’s assistant, Parks boarded the 
Cleveland Avenue bus for home at 634 Cleveland Court. As 
customary, Parks entered the front of the bus to pay for the 
ride, and walked back outside to the rear door of the bus to 
board and find a seat in the “colored” section in the back 
half of the bus. As the bus continued its route, the white  

section became full. The bus driver stopped the bus 
and moved the sign marking the row beginning the 
segregation one row back. By doing so, four black 
passengers were asked to give up their seats to the four 
white passengers in the aisle of the bus.  Three of the 
black passengers complied, but Parks refused and 
remained seated. According to the arrest report, Rosa 
Parks was arrested at 214 Montgomery Street “in front 
of the Empire Theater”. This act of moral defiance 
sparked the Montgomery Bus Boycott, which is 
regarded as the first large scale demonstration against 
segregation in the United States.  

Figure 5: Wright Brothers Hanger 
Monument 

Figure 7: Post Card with a picture of the Empire Theater 
where Rosa Parks was arrested 

Figure 6: Montgomery Residents Walking during the 
Bus Boycott 
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In 1955, African American Montgomerians’ daily lives were dominated by segregation, including the 
segregation of the bus system. The segregation of the Montgomery buses was seen as a particular point of 
frustration and opportunity to the African American community because they made up the majority of the 
system’s ridership coupled with the oppressive treatment from the all-white bus drivers. 

After Park’s arrest, the leaders of the African American 
community began to organize for a potential boycott. Under 
the leadership of Edgar Nixon and Ralph Abernathy, a group of 
local ministers convened to lead and sustain a boycott. The 
organization would be become the Montgomery Improvement 
Association (MIA). The organization was born at an evening 
meeting at the Mt. Zion Church at 657 South Holt Street. 

 

Nixon and Abernathy decided to appoint the new 
minister of the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church as leader. 
Martin Luther King Jr., a 26-year-old minister, who had 
been a minister in Montgomery for about a year, would 
solidify his role in changing the world through his 
leadership of this prolonged bus boycott. The boycott 
would officially begin on December 5th 1955, the day of 
Park’s trial. The MIA developed demands for the end of 
the boycott, including the removal of the segregation of 
the system, and the hiring of African American drivers. A 
lawsuit was also filed to challenge the constitutionality of 
the systems segregation. On that same night, King gave 
the first speech of the Boycott to 5,000 people at the 
Holt Street Baptist Church at 903 South Holt Street.  

During the 381-day boycott, Montgomery’s population of 
40,000 African Americans car-pooled, walked, and used 
African American cab services. The boycott continued as the 
community waited on the results of the case that they had 
won in local courts, but the ruling had been appealed to the 
Supreme Court. During the boycott, many of the African 
American churches held community meetings. Other 
organizational meeting locations included the Ben Moore 
Hotel at 902 High Street, and Councill Hall (1204 University 
Drive North) on the campus of Alabama State College. On 
December 21, 1956, the MIA voted to end the boycott after 
the Supreme Court upheld the lower court decision that the 
segregation of the Montgomery Bus System was 
unconstitutional. With the success of the boycott, King 
became a national figure for his leadership, and 
organization of the effort.  

Figure 8: Former Mt. Zion Baptist Church, 657 S Holt St. 

Figure 9: Former Holt St Baptist Church, 903 S Holt St. 

Figure 10: The Ben Moore Hotel Building, 902 High 
Street 
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Both during and after the boycott, the African American community 
faced coordinated efforts, even violence, to end the boycott. Early in 
the boycott, King’s home, the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church 
Parsonage at 309 South Jackson Street, was bombed on January 31, 
1956. The house was repaired, but the home’s concrete front porch 
still has an indention from the bomb. On the night of January 21, 
1957, Montgomery was rocked by six bombings. That night would 
become known as Montgomery’s Night of Terror. Abernathy’s home 
at 1321 Harris Way was bombed. Minister of the Trinity Lutheran 
Church, Robert Graetz’s home was bombed.  The Bell Street Baptist 
Church, Mt. Olive Baptist Church, and Hutchinson Baptist Church 
were bombed. The First Baptist Church at 347 North Ripley Street 
was also bombed that night. Research could not ascertain the 
location of five of the six structures that were bombed that night,  

Freedom Riders in Montgomery 

On May 20, 1961, Montgomery was again hurled into the national spotlight. The 
Freedom Riders, traveling unescorted, reached the Montgomery Greyhound Bus 
Station at 210 South Court Street. They were greeted by a mob of 300 people and 
were attacked with bats, bicycle chains, and iron pipes. Several were severely 
beaten, including William Barbee who was paralyzed from the attack. 

On the following day the riders 
participated in the evening 
service worship at the First 
Baptist Church on North Ripley. 
The Riders were joined by civil 
rights leaders, including King. 
During the service, the building 
was sieged by a large mob who 
threw bricks in the windows 
and threatened to burn the 

church. The city was placed under “marshall rule” by the 
Alabama governor, and the Alabama National Guard was 
called in to protect the church goers. It’s wasn’t until 
around 4AM that a deal was agreed upon to release the 
freedom riders and church members.  

 

 

 

Figure 11: Abernathy Home after bombing, 
1321 Harris Way 

Figure 12: Freedom Rider 
after attack at Bus Station 

Figure 13: National Guard Marches in front of the 
First Baptist Church during Marshal Rule 
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Selma to Montgomery March 

On March 24, 1965, thousands of people marched 
into Montgomery on the 54-mile journey from 
Selma’s Edmund Pettus Bridge. The march, lead by 
King, was to raise awareness of African American 
voter disenfranchisement. This march was the 
third effort to march from Selma to Montgomery; 
the first effort had ended in violent attacks by 
state troopers on the peaceful marchers. The 
horrific attack, called Blood Sunday, was 
broadcast on national television, and impassioned 
thousands of people across the country to travel 
to Selma to join the march. After days of marching, 
thousands of marchers reached the final campsite 
at the City of Saint Jude at 2048 West Fairview 
Avenue. That night, a rally and concert were held 
at the camp as thousands of people continued to 
arrive to participate in the last leg to the march to 
the Alabama Capitol Building.  

The next day, 25,000 people are said to have 
walked through the African American 
neighborhoods of Montgomery that had been 
integral to the Civil Rights Movement ten years 
ago during the bus boycott. Once downtown the 
marchers walked through Court Square where, 
less than one hundred years ago, was the home of 
one of the most prominent slave markets in the 
country. Then, up Dexter Avenue, King lead the 
marchers to convene at the Capitol to formally 
deliver a voting rights petition to Governor 
Wallace. As state troopers barricaded the steps of 
the Capitol building, King gave the speech How 
Long, Not Long to the large crowd and the nation.  

2. Current Historic Preservation 
Efforts   
The City of Montgomery currently has two preservation-oriented entities operating under its control: The 
Historic Preservation Commission and the Architectural Review Board. 

THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

The Historic Preservation Commission’s mission is to promote the educational, cultural, economic and 
general welfare of the City of Montgomery through the preservation and protection of buildings, sites, 
structures, areas and districts of historic significance and interest: through the preservation and 
enhancement of local historic, architectural and aesthetic heritage found in the City of Montgomery; through 

Figure 14: Marching in front of St. Jude 

Figure 16: Marchers reach the Capital as State Trooper line the 
Steps to the Capitol 

Figure 15: State and County Police disperse crowd around the 
State Capitol Building 
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the maintenance of the distinctive character of Montgomery’s historic areas; and through the promotion and 
enhancement of the City of Montgomery’s historic and aesthetic attraction to tourists and visitors. This 
Commission advises and oversees the Architectural Review Board and provides it with guideline 
documentation. The Commission is also in charge of historic district expansion, and oversees Montgomery’s 
historic plaque programs.  

 

THE ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD: PROTECTED DISTRICTS AND PROPERTIES 

The Architectural Review Board’s mission is to review all requests for exterior changes to historic structures 
and surface improvements to historic properties to ensure the planned improvements are consistent with the 
architectural and historical character of the individual structure and the neighborhood in which it is located. 
Both entities oversee historic preservation of Montgomery’s nine historic districts. Montgomery also provides 
historic preservation to independent properties that have cultural or architectural historic significance that 
are not necessarily within the boundary of its nine official historic districts. In all, Montgomery’s historic 
preservation covers more than 2000 properties within Montgomery’s built environment. The local historic 
preservation districts in Montgomery are: Capital Heights (including Capital Parkway, Madison, St. Charles, 
and Winona), Old Cloverdale, Cloverdale-Idlewild, Cottage Hill (including the Cottage Hill Annex) Garden 
District (including South Highland Court), Highland Avenue, Lower Commerce, North Hull, and Powder 
Magazine. Most of Montgomery’s preservation districts are dominated by residential structures, with the 
exception of the Lower Commerce Street Historic District.  

 Map 1.1 in the Map Gallery: Historic Districts and Properties  

GAPS IN LOCAL PRESERVATION 

One of the biggest existing gaps in Montgomery’s local preservation districts is within the Centennial Hill 
neighborhood. Centennial Hill was a prosperous African-American neighborhood in the early twentieth 
century and remains predominantly African American. This neighborhood is home to the Dexter Avenue 
Baptist Church Parsonage, the home of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and his family when the attempted bombing 
took place. Centennial Hill is represented in the local preservation efforts, but it is not considered part of a 
district. Instead, the Centennial Hill neighborhood is partially covered by local preservation through 
individual properties scattered throughout the neighborhood. One important structure in the neighborhood 
that is not currently protected is the Ben Moore Hotel. This hotel was an anchor of this African-American 
business district and was an important meeting place for black leaders throughout the Civil Rights Movement. 
The once critical hotel is now in a state of risk. In general, Montgomery’s largest gaps in its local historic 
preservation efforts are among historic residential neighborhoods that are predominately African American 
neighborhoods. Another specific structure that was important to the Civil Rights Movement that is not 
currently local protected is the former Holt St. Baptist Church which is currently boarded up. Downtown also 
represents a gap in local protections of historical assets. Downtown has lost many important structures to 
demolition and decay that could have been avoided with local preservation efforts.   

Montgomery is not currently one of the twenty-nine Certified Local Governments in Alabama. Certified Local 
Governments are cities that have established local historic preservation commissions that meet Alabama 
Historic Preservation Commission and National Park Service standards. Benefits to Certified Local 
Governments include historic preservation grant funding. Of the ten largest cities in Alabama, 
Montgomery is the only one that is not a Certified Local Government.   
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3. Map Gallery and Supplemental Information  
The following map(s) and information are referred to throughout the narrative and have been organized into 
the following sections.  

1.1 –Historic Districts and Properties Map p. 11  
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